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2 Preface by Acharya Buddharakkhita The Dhammapada is the best known and most widely esteemed text in
the Pali Tipitaka, the sacred scriptures of Theravada Buddhism.
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(From the Dhammapada Foreword of Dr. Harischandra Kaviratna, with minor adaptations, 1980,
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Dhammapada (full text + PDF + audiobook) Posted on 2015, February 19 2015, February 28 These texts are
essentially inspiring and their wisdom is an endless gift.
Dhammapada (full text + PDF + audiobook) â€“ Sanjin Ä•umiÅ¡iÄ‡
A Dhammapada for Contemplation is a version of the Buddhist classic, the Dhammapada; it is not a
line-by-line translation but a free rendering that aims to communicate the living spirit of the text,
unencumbered by rigid adherence to formal exactness.
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Dhammapada has been regarded as the most succinct expression of the Buddha's teaching found in the
Theravada Pali Canon of scriptures known as the Khuddaka Nikaya ("Minor Collection") of the Sutta Pitaka.
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The Dhammapada is probably the most popular book in the PÄ•á¸·i Canon, and has had innumerable
translations into most modern languages. 1 The timeless ethical teachings contained in these verses are still
considered relevant to peopleâ€™s lives, and they are a good ... the text. 1 Around 140 of the verses have
parallels elsewhere in the Canon. 2
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text like the Dhammapada there cannot be too many translations, not only because the more translations
there are the more widely the work is likely to be known but because no single translation can fully exhaust
the meaning of the original. In this present version I have striven not only to be accurate but, in
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